Baretz+Brunelle Promotes Jason Milch to Partner
Firm Announces Promotion with Message on Wrigley Field Scoreboard
CHICAGO – June 2, 2016 – As the Chicago Cubs were beating the Los Angeles Dodgers last night,
Baretz+Brunelle Managing Director Jason Milch learned he had been named the firm’s newest partner when
he was congratulated on Wrigley Field’s scoreboard.
Milch was an integral part of the 16-member team that launched Baretz+Brunelle this past February. Prior to
that, he worked with founding partners Spencer Baretz and Cari Brunelle at Hellerman Baretz
Communications, joining the firm in 2012 and opening its Chicago office.
“Jason is everything we look for in a business partner – excellent business sense, a rock-solid presence, and
most importantly, he’s a good person,” said Baretz+Brunelle co-founder Spencer Baretz. “Jason has stepped
up time and time again, his clients adore him, and it is such an honor to have him as our partner.”
“Jason is one of the most dependable and level-headed PR advisors I have ever met. His clients, several of
which have been with him for nearly a decade, have trusted him to provide them with solid, unwavering
counsel and support, and so have we,” co-founder Cari Brunelle said. “We could not be more excited to have
him join us as B+B’s third partner.”
For more than 10 years, Milch has provided strategic communications advice to clients in the legal and
financial industries, developing campaigns tailored to their business development goals. His legal industry
work has resulted in numerous high-profile awards for his clients, as well as coverage from virtually all of the
world’s most prestigious media outlets. Milch also has considerable crisis communications experience, guiding
national law firms through various challenging issues, including investigations, merger discussions and
reductions in force. He also is engaged regularly by corporate clients to provide communications support for
their most consequential litigation matters.
Prior to his work in the legal industry, Milch worked with financial, healthcare and technology-sector clients.
He earned his undergraduate degree in communications and electronic media from The Ohio State
University.
About Baretz+Brunelle
Baretz+Brunelle is a corporate communications agency that helps its clients to be respected, trusted and
remembered, three goals all great companies want to achieve. Baretz+Brunelle’s clients are elite law firms, top
financial advisors and leading corporations. From its offices in New York, Chicago, Charlotte, Detroit,
Richmond and Houston, the firm uses a variety of tactics tied directly to business strategy to help clients
break through the clutter and showcase their expertise, demonstrate their value and influence their markets.
For more information, visit www.baretzbrunelle.com.
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